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Keren Or (Ray of Light) is a creative 
arts contest for Minnesota’s Jewish teens. 
Overcoming the challenges of this past year, 
the contest has continued uninterrupted for 
seventeen years.  Nearly 200 teens have won 
awards since its inception. 

Keren Or was founded in 2004 by Gerald 
and Eileen Siegel (z’’l) to honor the memory of 
their daughter, Karen Siegel-Jacobs, who died 
in 2001 at the age of 40. Its goal is to showcase 
and encourage the artistic talents of Jewish youth 
in grades seven through twelve.

The contest is managed by Rimon: The 
Minnesota Jewish Arts Council and has become 

a much-anticipated community celebration of 
artistic achievement. This past year 53 teens 
submitted 131 poems, photographs and pieces 
of creative prose to Keren Or. 
The participants represented 
sixteen schools throughout the 
Twin Cities metropolitan area 
and beyond. Also represented 
were thirteen Twin Cities  
synagogues (Reform, Conser-
vative and Orthodox) as well as 
unaffiliated families.

Cash prizes are awarded in 
the categories of prose, poetry and photography 

for students in grades 7-9 and grades 10-12. 
First-place winners receive $100. Second- and 
third-place winners receive $50. Honorable 

mention is awarded $36. The 
winning work is on display 
at the Keren Or website. An 
online awards ceremony will 
take place on Sunday, May 9  
(2 pm) and is open to everyone. 
Contact rimon@bfcampus.org to 
receive a Zoom invitation.

This year’s contest judges 
were Judy Brier, Heidi Schneider 

and Robert Wolk for written work; and Robyn 

Awend, Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin and Maury 
Landsman for photography. 

Siegel-Jacobs (z’’l) grew up in Minneapolis, 
attended the Minneapolis Talmud Torah, and was 
an active member of Adath Jeshurun Congre-
gation and USY. As a teenager she wrote poems 
and short stories.

For information about the contest, the students, 
and winning entries from this year and previous 
years, visit www.kerenorcontest.org.  

Rimon is an initiative of the Minneapolis 
Jewish Federation.

A creative arts forum for teens
A special supplement sponsored by the American Jewish World, Rimon: 

The Minnesota Jewish Arts Council, the Karen Siegel-Jacobs Fund at 
the Adath Jeshurun Foundation and Lerner Publishing Group.

First Place, Photography, Grades 7-9
“just watching the leaves fall,” Dahlia Herman

Dahlia Herman is in 8th grade at Heilicher Minneapolis Jewish Day School. She likes swimming, 
playing with her pet bunny and babysitting.

Second Place, Prose, 
Grades 10-12
“Uncover the Light,” Dvorah Leah Kvasnik
Open your eyes, take a deep breath in and out and realize that you were 
given another day here to carry out a mission. So, thank the One who 
woke you up again as another chance to fulfill this purpose. With that 
boost of gratitude, start your day with a brightly lit candle. Torch the 
flame in your first few sips of coffee, and in that book that you’ve been 
dying to read. In your sneakers and new sweater. Be ready to ignite the 
spark in others as you go about your day. The jogger passing by, the old 
man waiting at the bus stop, the mom with her kids at the grocery store. 
Teachers, friends, parents, siblings. In the way you make your bed and 
in the first text you send. Kindling one flame ends up kindling millions. 
Pass it on, uncover the light to lift up the weight of darkness that resides 
on your shoulders.
Dvorah Leah Kvasnik is in 11th grade at Bais Yaakov High School. She 
loves photography, traveling, meeting new people, writing and hanging 
out with her friends. 

Honorable Mention, Poetry, 
Grades 10-12
“A Dangerous Weapon,” Devora Cohen

We all have a dangerous weapon
Wrapped as a beautiful gift

It can hurt someone, it can build someone
It can cause a person to go adrift
We don’t understand its power

Until it is already too late
We can’t fully grasp the concept
That it can change a person’s fate

This weapon is extraordinary
Something different than the rest
Something innocent yet deadly

Something that will put us to the test
This loaded weapon is our mouth
The words we speak are its bullets

How we use it defines us
What we say has no limits

Our speech is a tool
Used every second of our lives

It makes us who we are
Shows how we feel inside

We talk talk talk with no thought of the words rolling off our tongues
We talk of each other no matter if we are old or young

We talk to raise ourselves up and put others down
We talk without realizing we might be the cause of changing a smile to a 

frown
We talk unaware of the danger it brings

We talk unsure of where it will lead
We talk for the fun, something to do

We talk talk talk of any what where when how or who.
Why do we talk about others?

Judge them and say what we think?
Do we feel it will actually help?

We must realize that really it will just make us sink
Lower and lower, deeper and deeper until all we see are the bad in others

The positive gets lost after those words are said
How can we feel this way about our fellow brothers?

Not only ruining ourselves
Anyone who listened now believes

We think one small rumor can do no harm
But we’re wrong. A chain effect of an inference has now been achieved

We can never know what goes on
It’s someone else’s life
Not ours for a reason

Don’t get confused by all the world’s hype
Let’s take our powerful weapon

Only use it for the good
No need to fight with one another

Rather protect this precious gift as we should
Be the brave ones be the strong ones

Take if one step at a time
We will be ready to win with our weapon in control

This is our time to shine
No negative words about others
Let’s not turn happiness to fear

Together we unite on a problem so big
Together we fight, together we cheer

Devora Cohen is in 11th grade at Bais Yaakov High School. Her hobbies are 
dancing and singing.
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Second Place, Photography, 
Grades 7-9
“Keep your face to the sun and  
you will never see the shadows,” 
 Sara Miriam Kvasnik

Sara Miriam Kvasnik is in 9th grade at Bais Yaakov High School. She likes 
drawing, working out and spending time with friends.

First Place, Poetry, Grades 10-12
“The Unknown: Silence and Peace,”

Noa Ní Aoláin Gross

Only after the roar can the Quiet exist.
 Hearty laughter can stem solely from the stomach,
  bubble its way out to encircle the table, 
   and captivate the shining night lights overhead. 
  On nights, where the world is explored from a corner. 
 The past, once laid to rest, gives way to a new leaf.   
Within the pauses, the Quiet begins as a hush. 
 Conversations turn to whispered murmurs under
  hastily made forts of pillows and dreams. Kids,
   palms brushing, curl up under rustling blankets.
  Tired eyes fail to hold on instead replaced with yawns.
 A last weary breath fading into the silence. 
The Quiet gently grows, granting moments of peace. 
 A house settles into its foundations, grateful. 
  For the stillness which follows allows the floorboards
   a breath. At last, rest from their unending labor.
  Dust settles into the rugged lines etched on wood. 
 The house slowly slips into the deepest slumber. 
The Quiet calmly takes hold, filling the empty. 
 The faded smell of baked bread curls and spins slowly, 
  shepherded out the window left slightly ajar.
   The scent, once embedded in the home now replaced.
  Silence saturates the space left open. The house,
 its fabric has changed, a lull at long last settles. 
Little remains, the Quiet is practically full.
 Two candles, the final testament, extinguish
  a waft of smoke their sole remaining mark. The last roar
   before deafening silence. All-encompassing,
  unheard, deafening, the silence is completed.
 A sound so rare, it has yet to be heard. 
    Quiet.
Noa Ní Aoláin Gross is in 11th grade at St. Paul Academy. Her interests cover a 
wide range of activities — from competitive debate and writing and photography 
to working with the Jewish affinity group at her school to develop a cookbook.

First Place, Prose, Grades 10-12
“The Story,” Isaac Lubin

The boy sat in his room staring at his computer waiting for thoughts to inspire him. His 
mind was blank as he sat in the darkness. The only light coming from a small reading 
lamp on the corner of his desk. Its dim luminescence flooded the keys of his computer, 
and if he got really close and unfocused his eyes a bit, he could see his reflection in 
these black squares. The boy imagined what it would be like to escape. From his chair, 
his room and his mind. 
The boy’s sight gently blurred as the light around him began to fade. His mind was 
beautifully empty as he imagined himself on an airplane late at night. He could smell 
the artificial air of the plane and the navy blue leather seats. He looked to his right and 
peered through the thick plastic window. The clouds, illuminated by the moonlight, 
were a silver-like color. They gently parted revealing the skyline of a city he’d never 
seen. He stared at the starlike windows in the buildings as he passed them. He tried to 
wonder what stories these windows guarded behind them. Thoughts of men in suits 
holding briefcases awaiting elevators and then taxis playfully danced across his mind. 
The boy’s vision of the building quickly evaporated with his curiosity to further explore 
the airplane itself. He turned his head to his left, and his gaze was met by a young man in 
a suit. He politely made his way past him into the aisle, stepping over a briefcase as he 
did. He glanced down at his own feet and was surprised to see that he was barefoot. The 
boy didn’t think much of it because, after all, this was only his imagination, and things 
didn’t have to make sense here. The carpet was a solid blue only a shade or two darker 
than the seats and he enjoyed the velvety feeling on his naked feet. He began walking 
towards the front of the plane, excited to see the view from the cockpit. 
The boy paid close attention to the other passengers as he went. A woman with scarlet 
lipstick and a red hat kindly met his stare. Her eyes were partially covered by the shadow 
of the brim of her hat, revealing only a sliver of dark green. He nervously picked up his 
pace and continued on his path to the back of the plane. Suddenly he was disoriented 
and struggled to remember his path. Was I headed towards the front or the back, the boy 
wondered, as he decided to go walk towards the back of the plane. 
At the end of the aisle there was a curtain the same color as the woman’s eyes. The boy 
did not look at any other passengers this time. He felt drawn towards the mysterious 
curtain, wondering what other surprising scenes lay in the back of his mind. Hesitantly, 
he stuck his hands out and ran his fingertips down the curtain, admiring its wonderful 
shade of green. As he brushed it once more, the overhead lights of the plane began to 
flicker, and he figured now was as good of a time as any to pass through. 
The first thing he noticed was the sensation of rain cascading down from dark grey 
clouds and landing cheerfully on his arms and his hair. His eyes adjusted to the darker 
atmosphere. He looked down at his feet and was glad to know they were still bare. The 
dark cobblestone street that lay below him was smooth and damp, like the rain had just 
started. 
His eyes lingered upwards and noticed dim streetlamps lining the edges of the avenue 
along with dark awnings of shops and restaurants. The refreshing smell of rain had 
brought back many happy memories of his. The sound of the raindrops landing sharply 
on the ground was comforting as always. He stayed in this peaceful scene for quite some 
time before noticing he was standing in the middle of the avenue in the rain. A man and 
a woman were sitting on a small wooden bench together, smiling as they shared a cup 
of tea. The steam from the tea drifted upwards to the awning before fading into the rain. 
     * * *
A man glances down at his watch and is delighted to see it display his favorite time. He 
places both his hands above his head and stretches like he always does after a long day. 
He takes his briefcase as he makes his way through the depressing and faded cubicles 
towards an elevator. He cracks his knuckles as he presses the button and a refreshing 
grin spreads across the man’s tired face. He steps into the elevator, admiring its marble 
floors and polished golden handle. 
Continuing to crack his knuckles, the man anxiously views the dial displaying the 
decreasing floors. The doors are a silver-like color illuminated by the overhead lights of 
the elevator. They gently part, revealing a marble floor, its veins spreading throughout 
the lobby of the building. Grabbing his briefcase off the floor, he heads towards the 
glass revolving door. Eagerly grasping the golden handles, he pushes through. He makes 
his way onto the street and patiently waits for a taxi. The last event in his day before 
he gets to see her. 
Every night the man meets a woman for a cup of tea. It was what helped the man through 
his endless days of work. Every night they would meet at a small wooden bench, and 
every night the smile that would spread across her face was enough for the man to sit 
through however many hours of work he had that day. The woman was what made 
his days worth living, and the man was what made hers. A glimmer of yellow coming 
towards him sparks joy in the man, as he quickly raises his hand, signaling the taxi driver. 
As he steps inside the cab, it begins to rain. He lets out a sigh and slouches into the 
black leather seat of the car. Rain gathers on his window in a mesmerizing pattern that 
hypnotizes the man. His relaxed state is only broken for a moment as he sees the distant 
lights of a plane passing over him seem to flicker. As the man looks upward, he wonders 
what stories lie behind those windows, as the cab halts to a stop on a cobblestone street. 
He steps out and frantically looks around, and then he sees her beautiful green eyes 
somehow shimmering within the darkness of the rain. She waits underneath the red 
awning, its color matching the hat she wears. They greet each other with a warm embrace. 
A nice contrast to this chilling rain, the man thought, as he smiled. 
They grab their tea from the shop and make their way back into the rain, finding their 
spot on the small wooden bench. They each have one hand on the cup keeping their 
hands warm. The woman’s eye wanders to a young boy standing in the street. She looks 
back at the man and nudges him slightly so his eye also lands there. The man playfully 
nudges her back and leaves the bench walking cheerfully towards the boy. The man had 
just finished work and wasn’t eager to go back into the rain, but he felt drawn to the boy. 
“What are you doing?” asked the man as he approaches. 
The boy, startled, responds with, “I am writing a story.” 
The light fades back into the boy’s room as his vision returns clearly. He slowly lifts his 
head and stares at the screen. His eyes dart back and forth as he begins to read a story 
about a man, a woman and a boy’s imagination.
Isaac Lubin is in 10th grade at Eden Prairie High School. He likes to play piano and 
hang out with his friends.
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First Place, Photography, Grades 10-12
“Out of the Blue,” Dvorah Leah Kvasnik

Dvorah Leah Kvasnik is in 11th grade at Bais Yaakov High School. She loves photography, traveling, 
meeting new people, writing and hanging out with her friends. This is the 5th year in a row that 
one of her photographs has received a Keren Or prize.

First Place, Prose, Grades 7-9
“The Witch and the Oven — 

Hansel and Gretel Retold,” Malachi Gross
As she stumbled and tripped along the rocky, root-covered forest undergrowth, she was not 
thinking about her family, whom she lost many weeks before in these treacherous woods. 
She was not thinking about the cuts and bruises that covered her arms and legs. Only her 
primal instincts drove her. Hunger was her only thought. 
Hours passed, and she shuffled along the forest, the canopy of trees seemingly endless, blocking 
out any view of the sun, leaving her oblivious to her surroundings. And then, she heard it. 
*Crack*. 
She swiveled her head and saw a rabbit and her kits standing directly in front of her. All she 
had to do was grab them in this vulnerable state, and the pain in her stomach would finally 
go away. Right as she was about to launch herself at them, she heard a voice in the back 
of her head telling her to stop. She looked at the kits snuggling up to their mother, and she 
knew she could not bring herself to take them. She sank to her knees in despair, falling to 
the ground with a dull, constant pain in the pit of her stomach. 
Sometime later, she awoke, lying on her side. She woke up in a haze. Slowly her eyes cleared, 
and she began to make out the outline of a shape in front of her. She then realized she saw 
the trees opening up, and a small cabin lay in the center. As she slowly got to her feet, she 
realized it was not merely a cabin, but one built of bread, with a roof made of cake as well 
as transparent windows made of sugar. She started walking towards the house, breaking out 
into a jog, then running, running as fast as her legs would take her, tripping over the roots 
of trees, getting up to start running again. 
While running to the cabin, she heard the voice in her head, urging her not to go, to turn 
back. She slowed down momentarily as she thought to herself, “I could have sworn there 
was nothing there before I went to sleep.” However, this moment quickly passed, and she 
silenced the voice in her head, picking up her pace once more. 
As she reached the cabin, she tentatively ripped off a square of bread and bit into it. Then 
another. And another. And another. Soon she was tearing out chunks of the cabin, until at 
last, the pain went away. Suddenly feeling tired, she found a patch of grass and fell into a 
deep sleep. 
When she came to, she looked to the cabin—suddenly rebuilt, all signs she had been there 
erased. Curious, she went around to the other side of the cabin and saw a door. Right as she 
reached for the handle, she felt that same voice, telling her to forget her curiosity and turn 
around. While she hesitated for a moment, she turned the handle and swung the door open. 
Inside, the cabin was a husk compared to the outside. As she made her way through the 
home, she noted that every room was dust-filled and covered in cobwebs, as if the cabin 
had been abandoned for decades. 
Finally she reached the house’s grandest room, a kitchen with a massive brick oven in the 
room’s center. Disinterested now, she started to turn away to make her way out of the cabin, 
when suddenly she froze in place. It was as though a snake was wrapping itself around her, 
squeezing the life out of her. Then she heard it. 
“Hello.” 
She struggled, fighting, trying anything to get out of the hold the voice had on her. Cackling, 
the voice spoke to her. 
“Why are you trying to escape?”, the voice questioned innocently. 
She let out a little scream as she started walking towards the oven, as if she could not control 
her limbs. Face almost pressed up against the stove now, she could feel the heat radiating 
from it, burning her face. The oven did not feel warm and inviting whatsoever. Instead, it 
radiated a heat that would burn and inflict pain given a chance. 
She managed to squeak out, “H-h-how, how are you doing this?”
Immediately she felt the grip over her throat intensify. She struggled to breathe at all. 
“Shhh,” the voice hushed her, soothing its voice. “I am not here to fight you. I can help you. 
You will never go hungry again, and neither will I. For so long, you have struggled to survive, 
but now your struggles are over. Give in to me, and all your pain can end.” 
The voice started to lull her to sleep as she started closing her eyes, thinking to herself, “That 
does not sound too bad. Maybe I will just go to sleep for a little while.” Just then, she heard 
that voice one more time in her head, and she knew she had to leave. 
“I will not join you,” she whispered to the voice, almost as if she was scared to say it. She 
felt the heat flare up, and she closed her eyes, hoping for a quick end. And then, nothing. 
She slowly opened her eyes. 
“So be it.” 
She felt the invisible grip loosen from her, and she sucked in a deep breath of air, coughing 
violently from the strain on her throat. She wondered if this was some sick trick. She started 
to back away slowly and met no resistance. She ran as fast as her feet could carry her out of 
the cabin, and she did not stop running until her legs gave out beneath her. 
Weeks passed. Weeks turned into months. She had no food and no water. She was abandoned 
to the harsh realities of the woods, subject to attacks from wolves and tigers. Every night, she 
sat miserably under the trees, the temptation to return to the cabin almost overpowering her. 
Nevertheless, she managed to hold off, listening to the guiding voice in the back of her mind. 
One day, as she was traversing the woods, she came across a rabbit and her kits. She could 
not hold back anymore. She silenced the voice in the back of her mind and feasted on the 
animals. When she rose, something of a twisted grin rose to her face. She walked back the 
path she had all the months ago, entered the cabin, and marched directly to the kitchen. 
“I am ready,” she said. 
For a moment, the room eerily hung in silence until she felt the sensation she had when she 
had come to the room the first time. 
“Excellent.” 
Immediately, her injuries healed, the pain in her stomach disappeared, and the dryness of 
her throat was gone. She looked down and saw she did not recognize her own hands. They 
were the hands of an old woman, calloused and dirty. She paid no attention. For the first 
time in a very long time, she smiled. She noticed that the irritating voice in the back of her 
mind was gone. 
“In a few moments, you will find two children will arrive at our cabin. Do you know what 
you have to do?” 
“Oh, yes, I do.” The woman looked almost gleeful as she went outside to meet the two 
young children. 
The moral of this story is that temptation can corrupt even the best in people.
Malachi Gross is in 9th grade at St. Paul Academy. He especially enjoys his STEM classes—
math and science, in particular. He enjoys hanging out with friends and playing soccer. 

Second Place, Poetry, 
Grades 10-12
“The perfect shot,”  Naomi Farber
If only you could see yourself through my lens 
For it’s the candid shots that come out best 
You’re wasting your time preparing 
For “the perfect shot” 
Don’t you know it’s the candid shots that come out best? 
The way your face lights up 
When you get a good grade on a test you studied real hard for 
When you win a jackpot at an arcade 
When you see a rainbow after a big storm 
And jump in those freezing cold puddles 
When you’re driving around with friends on a warm summer night  
 and your favorite song comes on the radio 
When you finally get the joke that’s no longer funny 
When the final bell rings on the last day of school 
When you find a little penny sparkling on the ground 
I capture it all with my lens 
Every candid shot 
Every precious moment 
Your life is a fairytale 
And you are the main character 
If only you could see yourself through my lens
Naomi Farber is in 10th grade at Bais Yaakov High School. She likes 
to draw, write and read.



Honorable Mention, Poetry, 
Grades 7-9
“We change just to change 

again,” Esme Michaelson
We grew up in this world. 
Grass green and sky blue. 
Birds chirping, wind whispering. 
We could be friends with anyone, be ourselves, not be judged. 
But as we grow up we stop, we change. 
Not for us but for them. 
And we say no, this is what we want. 
But underneath, we are crying, because we are changing for them, and we are 

still being  judged. 
We say we want to grow up when we are little, and when we grow up we want 

to be little again. 
We want what we cannot have. 
Because we think we are not good enough. 
Not because one is better, because we feel we don’t fit in. 
We try so hard to be good enough, because we feel we aren’t. 
Because we think that they don’t like us. 
We stop doing what we want. 
And we think we are the only ones. 
But others are thinking that we don’t like them. So they change too. And 

suddenly everyone is the same. 
We lost that younger self, who didn’t care what others thought. 
Who would be themself, and not change. 
Who would go out into the world, and run around and just love life. 
We lost that. 
For what? 
To have others not think we are different?
We try so hard to be the same, thinking it will make us happy. 
But it doesn’t. 
We say what would make us happy is to be little again. 
To be able to be that kid who runs freely, and happily. 
We say we can’t but we can. 
Why let them judge us, when they aren’t important. 
Why let them get inside our head. 
We can be that free and happy kid. 
But only if we stop caring about what they think of us.
Esme Michaelson is in 7th grade at Lake Harriet Community School. Her interests 
include baking, writing, dancing, nature, cooking and taking photographs. 
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Second Place, Photography, Grades 10-12
“Off the Beaten Track,” Haya Fine

Haya Fine is in 11th grade at The Blake School. She enjoys being in the outdoors — whether that’s biking or hiking, 
and especially when it’s with friends. This is the third year that one of her photos has received an award in the contest.

Third Place, Photography, Grades 7-9
“Circle of Life,” Ella Takalo

Ella Takalo is in 8th grade at Sanford Middle School. She loves to spend time 
with friends and family. She enjoys taking photos of everything, playing the 
piano and downhill skiing.

Second Place, Poetry, 
Grades 7-9
“Hope in the Air,” Dahlia Herman
The world is sick from town to town, 
The streets are empty and bare 
Except for the occasional Amazon truck bringing necessity from here to there. 
The world cold and lifeless like a desert in despair. 
But wait, a green shrub, there is hope in the air. 
A person wearing a homemade mask, I want to know their story. 
The clouds fold up upon themselves making the world stormy 
The darkened sky up above taking the sun’s glory 
The world cold and lifeless like a desert in despair. 
But wait, a green shrub, there is hope in the air. 
The sun is finally here, putting a smile on my face 
I walk over to the window curtain and untie the lace 
The sun is smiling through the clouds like a rainbow in an unusual place. 
The world cold and lifeless like a desert in despair. 
But wait, a green shrub, there is hope in the air.
Dahlia Herman is in 8th grade at Heilicher Minneapolis Jewish Day School. She 
likes swimming, playing with her pet bunny and babysitting. 

Third Place, Prose, 
Grades 10-12
“On Writing,” Shira Hanovich
They say there is nothing scarier than a blank page, but whenever 
I open my word processor, I find that to be far from the truth. 
A blank page may be intimidating, but nothing strikes true 
fear into me than staring down a half-finished document and 
having to read through my own words. Days, even hours after 
I have written them and declared them a masterful use of the 
English language, I find myself unable to even skim through 
my sentences without physically cringing away, slipping out 
of my desk chair and succumbing to some sort of pity-induced 
despair on my carpet.
I had to pause after that paragraph, you know. Not to reveal my 
sleeping habits to the entire world and then some, but I had to 
shut my computer and pretend to be unconscious for a moment. 
And I’m forcing myself not to delete it. It’s surprisingly hard. 
I can’t get over the way it’s written. Those run-on sentences 
and pretentious synonyms for computer stick out like thorns. 
Even now, I’m trying to change my style. Sparse sentences, a 
less formal tone, hopefully a reduction in commas. 
I still don’t think it’s working. I know it’s not working. I can 
almost make myself physically ill if I think about what I’m 
doing too hard. How egoistic can I make myself out to be? I’m 
not an essayist, far from it, and I find my own writing style to 
be conversational at best and awkward at worst. Even now, 
seconds after each word goes down on the page, I am holding 
my pinkie back from the delete key. No one likes to read 
paragraphs of self-deprecation, funny as I might think they are. 
See how I’m trying to fix things? See how my writing style 
is hardly consistent enough to follow? Sitting down to write 
this, it was supposed to be a formal essay: no first-person, no 
contractions, and absolutely no starting sentences with Ands and 
Buts, despite how much I like the sound. And also no delete key. 
But no delete key means that once I’ve lost interest in the 
concept and need to fix it, I’m not allowed to. 
This was supposed to be an exercise in restraint, I think. Or 
self-acceptance or whatever. I couldn’t tell you now. Perhaps 
I could if I read back, but as I’ve already said, 
I’d really rather not. 
Shira Hanovich is in 11th grade at St. Louis Park High School. 
She enjoys writing, reading, theater lighting, science fiction, 
watching video essays, and horror games. 


